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ABSTRACT The detection of microorganisms like Pseudomonas are very important as they trigger an
infection in human blood, lungs, and different parts of the body causing various ailments. In this paper,
a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensor based on photonic crystal fiber (PCF) has been proposed
to detect the presence of Pseudomonas bacteria with attractive performance characteristics. The sensor
is designed using a simple circular lattice of PCF, coated with a thin chemically stable gold layer. The
performance investigation of the sensor is numerically carried out by using a finite element (FE) based
simulation tool where the highest wavelength and amplitude sensitivity are found as 20,000 nm/RIU and
1380 RIU−1, respectively. The sensor shows an excellent spectral resolution of the highest value of 5.26
× 10−6 RIU, ensuring the capability of identifying a very small change in analyte refractive index (RI)
within the range of 1.33 to 1.42. The performance investigation is also carried out altering the diameter of
air holes, pitch, and gold layer thickness to explore the variation in phase matching conditions due to the
change in structural parameters. As the sensor is adept at detecting the sample with high sensitivity and
sensing resolution, the proposed sensor can be highly efficient in detecting Pseudomonas bacteria as well as
other organic compounds, and biological analytes.
INDEX TERMS Biosensor, Pseudomonas bacteria, sensitivity, FEA, SPR.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pseudomonas, a genus of bacteria belonging to the Pseu-
domonadaceae family, is regularly found in nature, such as
soil, water, plants, animals, and humans. It was first identified
in 1882 by Gessard [1]. Pseudomonas is a pervasive oppor-
tunistic pathogen that triggers human infections called Pseu-
domonas aeruginosa, resulting in diseases in blood, lungs
(pneumonia), or different parts of the body after a medical
procedure. This bacteria spreads through the debased water,
soil, and nourishment. Pseudomonas aeruginosa infections
are commonly settled with antitoxins, however, the bacte-
ria find new ways for keeping away from the impact of
anti-infection agents. The casualty rate due to Pseudomonas
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Sanket Goel .
aeruginosa is high as a direct result of the resistant reaction,
debilitated anti-microbial, and the bacterial exoenzymes that
have been produced [2]. To apply the best anti-infection
agents for settling such infections, the blood samples are
sent to a research laboratory to culture and test the bacteria
developed against a lot of antitoxins and figure out which are
the dynamics against the microbes [3].
Nowadays, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based sen-
sors are widely used in environmental monitoring, disease
detection, chemical sensing, and so on [4]–[8]. The main
perception of SPR has found through a hypothetical path by
Ritchie et al. during the 1950s [9]. SPR occurs at the inter-
face of two opposite permittivity materials due to stimulated
oscillation of the conduction electrons by a transverse mag-
netically (TM) -polarized light. The oscillating free electrons
consume this photon energy which causes the generation
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and proliferation of surface plasmon wave (SPW) at the
interface [10]. So far, various SPR sensors utilizing different
light coupling technology have been reported. Among them,
prism [11]–[13], conventional optical fiber (OF) [14], [15]
photonic crystal fiber (PCF) [16], [17] based SPR sensors are
widely studied. The performance of SPR sensors is strongly
dependent on the plasmonic materials and in most cases, gold
(Au) and silver (Ag) are commonly used. Yet Au is preferred
since it is impervious to oxidation and erosion under various
environments [13]. In addition, Au shows a larger wavelength
shift that facilitates the ease of detection of an unknown
analyte precisely [18]. Although silver’s resonance peak is
very sharp and it shows higher detection precision contrasted
with gold, it gets oxidized frequently [19]. Therefore, owing
to higher chemical stability and superior performance, gold
is often used as plasmonic material [20].
To date, numerous works have been done to detect the
Pseudomonas bacteria using different technologies [21]–
[23], but SPR based sensor has gained much more attention
owing to its versatile properties and level-free real-time detec-
tion capability [3], [24]. Verma et al. [24] introduced an SPR
sensor using the graphene-based configuration for the detec-
tion of Pseudomonas-like bacteria. Another research group
has recently proposed an SPR sensor [25], with improved
sensitivity using graphene and chalcogenide. Likely, Kush-
waha et al. [3] developed an SPR sensor for a similar purpose
using Zinc oxide, gold, and graphene. More recently, Mudgal
et al. [2] proposed an SPR sensor using silver, barium titanate,
graphene, and affinity coat to identify the Pseudomonas bac-
teria. All the above researchers proposed SPR sensors using
prism coupler operating on the angular interrogation method.
Nevertheless, the prism-based sensors are massive and are
limited to remote sensing applications. On the other hand,
conventional optical fiber (OF) based sensors are limited
to their design parameters [20]. By using PCF rather than
the prism and the conventional OF, these limitations can be
overcome [26], [27].
In this paper, a PCF based SPR sensor is proposed for
the detection of microorganisms like Pseudomonas using
wavelength interrogation (WI) as well as amplitude interroga-
tion (AI) approach to overcome the limitations of the prism-
based sensor. The characterization of the proposed sensor is
assessed in this work by varying the sensing medium RI from
1.33 to 1.42. While designing a simple geometrical structure
with an external sensing scheme is considered for ease of
fabrication and operation. In addition to higher sensitivity,
the proposed sensor shows an admirable amplitude sensing
response that is explored using the finite element method
(FEM) based software. In addition, the fabrication tolerance
due to variation of air hole diameters, pitch, the thickness
of plasmonic material, etc. is extensively investigated for
evaluating optimal performance of the proposed sensor.
II. MODELLING OF THE SENSOR
The researchers have attempted to develop different composi-
tions and configurations over the last few decades to achieve
FIGURE 1. (a) 2–D view of the proposed PCF based SPR sensor and (b)
stacked preform assembly for PCF formulation.
better performance of PCF based sensors by featuring new
methods and concepts. Fig. 1. (a) exhibits the 2-D view of
the proposed SPR sensor, where a single air hole ring is
considered for designing the sensor. The center–to–center
distance of two contiguous air holes, known as the pitch is
considered to be p = 1.5µmwhere all the air holes within the
ring are spaced at 30◦ apart. In this ring, two different air holes
are used where the larger air holes consist of the diameter of
D = 0.2×pµm. The smaller air hole positioned at 60◦, 120◦,
240◦, and 300◦ are of the diameter ofD1 = 0.75×D µm that
helps to create a channel to drive more light through the metal
interface resulting in a more evanescent field. The innermost
air hole with a diameter of D1 forms a hollow core structure.
Also, two similar air holes that help in phase matching of
the sensor are placed just rightward and leftward direction of
the centered one [5]. The thickness of the gold layer coating
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upon the PCF is considered to be dg = 30 nm. Fused silica
is utilized as the foundation material to manufacture the PCF
structure and the Sellmeier equation is used for determining
the RI of the silica [28]. Furthermore, the dielectric constant
of Au is calculated using the Drude–Lorenz model [29].
For evaluating the sensing performance, confinement loss
plays a significant preface which is obtained by the accom-
panying equation [30],
α = 8.686× k0 × Im[neff ]× 104 (1)
Here α is the confinement loss in dB/cm where k0 indicates
the free space wave vector that equal to 2π/λ. Also, Im[neff ]
indicates the imaginary part of the effective RI. To estimate
the performance of the PCF based sensor, both the WI and
AI approach can be applied. The wavelength sensitivity (WS)
applying the WI method can be determined by the accompa-





Here Sλ indicates the WS in nm/RIU where 1λpeak and
1na are the difference of wavelength peak shifts and analyte
RI variation, respectively. A sensor’s ability to identify the
slightest change in analyte RI can be estimated by using
another performance measuring parameter called sensor res-
olution that can be calculated utilizing the accompanying





Here, Rλ indicates the sensor resolution in RIU where1λmin
is theminimum spectral resolution of the sensor, and the value
is supposed as 1λmin = 0.1 nm [31], [32].
The estimation of the WS and its implementation is an
expensive and sophisticated process as this method requires
the complete spectra investigation of the signal [31]. Going
with the AI approach is cost-effective because it estimates
sensitivity at a consistent wavelength. The amplitude sensi-








Here, SA indicates the AS in RIU−1. Also, α(λ, na) and1α(λ,
na) denote the propagation loss for a selected analyte RI and
the difference between two adjacent loss spectra, separately.
Some essential parameters also describe the quality of a
sensor, e.g., the figure of merit (FOM), signal–to–noise ratio
(SNR), and detection limit (φn) which are directly allied to
the full width at half maxima (1λ1/2) of the loss spectra and









FIGURE 2. (a) Optical field scattering of the proposed sensor indicating
the core guided mode and SPP mode for y–polarized light, (b) dispersion
relation for y–polarized light indicating the phase matching condition of





The confinement factor is very important for the high index
contrast waveguide to evaluate the modal gain. In the case
of a low index contrast scheme, the electric and magnetic
field distributions can be related by only a proportionality
constant while the high index contrast system differs it [35],
[36]. In this proposed sensor, due to low the index contrast the
confinement factor can slightly affect the performance, and
therefore it is avoided intentionally. As regards the fabrication
of the proposed sensor, the PCF could be produced at first.
Due to a simple circular geometrical structure, the proposed
PCF could easily be fabricated applying the standard stack
and drawmethod [37]. Fig. 1. (b) shows the preform structure
that could be drawn in a standard drawing tower to realize the
PCF. The smaller and bigger air holes are built by using the
thicker and thin wall capillaries and the omitted air holes are
replaced by solid glass rods to form the complete structure.
A thin gold coating could be added after PCF fabrication
to finalize the sensor structure. This process could be per-
formed by using the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) tech-
nique [38]. Recently, another deposition technique called the
atomic layer deposition (ALD) method has been introduced
42208 VOLUME 9, 2021
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TABLE 1. The simulation parameter for extra fine meshing in comsol
multiphysics software.
to deposit an identical gold coating on the fiber exterior
area [39].
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS ANALYSIS
The penetration of the evanescent field through the PCF and
metal is vital to produce the surface plasmon wave. As the
evanescent field hits the metal surface then the loosely bound
electrons are excited triggering the generation of SPW. In the
case of PCF based sensor maximum energy is transferred to
the exciting electrons at resonance condition. At this condi-
tion, a significant amount of photon energy is absorbed by
the free electrons causing a sharp loss peak. Fig. 2. (a) and
(b) show the optical field scattering and dispersion charac-
teristics of the proposed sensor for analyte RI of 1.33. The
confinement loss is indicated by the solid line in Fig. 2 (b).
The dotted violet and blue line indicate the phase matching
of core mode and SPP mode, at the wavelength of 0.54 µm
where both the line intersect one another. Provided that the
proposed model is non–uniform, there will be a difference
between the electric field near the metal surface for x– and
y–polarized light. Both x– and y–polarized modes of light
are considered for analysis to better characterize the proposed
sensor. The modeling and simulation of the proposed sensor
are performed using the FEM based COMSOL multiphysics
software. Physics–controlled mode with extra fine meshing
element size is used to get higher simulation precision. The
simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. In modeling of the
sensor, a perfectly matched layer (PML) is used as an ideal
radiation absorber.
The variety of sensing medium RI significantly influences
the SPR sensor’s performances. Fig. 3 shows the confinement
loss and AS of the proposed sensor subjected to specific ana-
lyte RI on the wavelength of the incident light. It is observed
from Fig. 3. (a) that the peak losses (in dB/cm) are 40, 50, 60,
75, 100, 156, 280, 460, 466, and 560 for x−polarization of
light for analyte RI of 1.33 to 1.42 with an interval of 0.01.
On the other hand, from Fig. 3. (b) the peak losses (in dB/cm)
are observed as 10, 15, 20, 25, 35, 55, 90, 190, 480, and
475 for y–polarized light for the similar variation of analyte
RI. It can be noticed that the loss curve’s peak point deepens
and shifts to overlong wavelength steadily while differing the
analyte RI from 1.33 to 1.42.
It may be pragmatic from Fig. 3. (a)–(b) that for
x−polarized light the SPR point shifts 20 nm, 30 nm, 40 nm,
40 nm, 50 nm, 70 nm, 90 nm, 160 nm, and 190 nm, respec-
tively, for sensing medium RI variation of 1.33–1.34, 1.34–
1.35, 1.35–1.36, 1.36–1.37, 1.37–1.38, 1.38–1.39, 1.39–1.40,
1.40–1.41, 1.41–1.42. Also, for y–polarized light, it shifts
to 20 nm, 30 nm, 30 nm, 40 nm, 50 nm, 70 nm, 90 nm,
165 nm, and 200 nm for similar alteration. Utilizing equation
(2) the WS (in nmRIU−1) of the proposed sensor is found as
2000, 3000, 4000, 4000, 5000, 7000, 16000, and 19000 for
x–polarized light for analyte RI of 1.33 to 1.42 with an
interval of 0.01 as shown in Table 2. For y–polarized light,
the sensor offers the WS (in nmRIU−1) of 2000, 3000, 3000,
4000, 5000, 7000, 9000, 16500, and 20000 for a similar
change of analyte RI. The maximum WS of the sensor is
noted as 19000 nmRIU−1 and 20000 nmRIU−1 for x– and
y–polarization of light, respectively. As well, the spectral
resolution of the sensor is calculated by using equation (3)
where the maximum and minimum value is found as 5 ×
10−5 RIU and 5 × 10−6 RIU for x–polarization of light,
and 4 × 10−5 RIU and 5.26 × 10−6 RIU for y–polarization
of light.
Another performance indicating factor of the sensor is the
AS that is calculated by applying equation (4) as depicted
in Fig. 3. (c)–(d) for both the x− and y−polarized light for
analyte RI of 1.33 to 1.41. From Fig. 3. (c), it’s observed that
for x–polarized light the proposed sensor shows the AS (in
RIU−1) of 400, 440, 520, 600, 780, 1040, 1160, 500, and
240 for analyte RI of 1.33, 1.34, 1.35, 1.36, 1.37, 1.38, 1.39,
1.40, and 1.41, respectively. Also, for y–polarized light the
AS (in RIU−1) is found as 390, 420, 490, 580, 700, 890,
1190, 1380, and 540 for the same analyte RIs as depicted
in Fig. 3. (d). The highest value of the AS for x–polarized
light is observed as 1160 RIU−1 with na = 1.39 and for
y–polarized light it is calculated as 1380 RIU−1 with na =
1.40. From the analysis, it can be expected that y–polarized
mode offers better performance than x–polarized, and hence
the further analysis (e.g. influence of variation of gold layer
thickness, pitch, diameter, etc. on the sensor performance) is
performed for y–polarized mode only. It can be also found
from Fig. 3 that the sensor can be operated at light wave-
lengths from 0.5 microns to 1.3 microns.
The confinement loss of PCF-based sensor that is very
relevant to the sensor length or propagation length depends
on the fundamental structural parameters e.g., air hole rings
in the cladding, the size of the air holes, the pitch of the air
hole rings of the sensor [40], [41]. Besides, the core size and
the operating wavelength of light are also important design
parameters related to the confinement loss [41], [42]. In this
proposed design, a relatively higher core length is considered.
Furthermore, the distance between the air hole to air hole is
kept small to facilitate lower leakage of light from the core
to the cladding area, resulting in lower confinement loss.
On the other hand, the sensor length or propagation length
which depends on the confinement loss is also an important
parameter. Some of the researchers reported that the millime-
ter range fiber could be used to detect the analyte RI [43].
The propagation length or sensor length (Sl) of a sensor and
the confinement loss (α) are related by Equation 8 [44], [45].
Table 3 compares the confinement loss and sensor length of
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FIGURE 3. Variation in (a)–(b) confinement loss, and (c)–(d) amplitude sensitivity of the sensor due to alteration in sensing medium RI from 1.33 to
1.42 for x-and y-polarization of light, respectively.
TABLE 2. The performance characteristics of the proposed SPR sensor for Y–polarized Mode.





The value of full width at half maxima (FWHM) should
be smaller to get higher sensor FOM and SNR to achieve
better performance. Observing Fig. 3 (a)–(b), it is apparent
that the FWHM gets increasing while rising the RI of the
sensing medium. The FOM, SNR, and detection limit of the
proposed sensor are determined using equations 5, 6, and, 7,
respectively, which are tabulated in Table 2. It is noted that
the FOM and SNR’s highest value is found as 470.59 RIU−1
and 2.209, respectively. The resonance wavelength of the
sensor is plotted for y–polarized light in Fig. 4 and the
regression equation of the resonance wavelength as a function
of analyte RI is determined using polynomial fitting which
helps in the interpolation of the SPR point of the sensor
in this region. The regression equation is found as λres =
92424n2a – 247488na+ 166214 with R
2
= 0.9891; where
λres and na indicate the resonance wavelength and analyte RI,
respectively. Finally, practical applications, detection tech-
nique, and coupling mechanism of some prior reported SPR
based sensors and the proposed one are presented in Table 4.
IV. IMPACT DUE TO ALTERATION OF STRUCTURAL
PARAMETERS ON SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS
The plasmonic material gold significantly impacts the perfor-
mance of the proposed sensor. Fig. 5 exhibits the loss and AS
curves of the sensor varying gold layer thickness of 30 nm to
45 nm for analyte RI of 1.37 and 1.38 where other parameters
42210 VOLUME 9, 2021
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TABLE 3. Table of comparison indicating the confinement loss and sensor length among the proposed sensor with some previously reported sensors.
TABLE 4. Application, detection technique, and coupling mechanism of some prior reported SPR sensors and the proposed one.
FIGURE 4. The regression analysis of the proposed sensor for y-polarized
light using polynomial curve fitting of the resonance wavelength of the
loss curves in terms of analyte RI.
remain unaltered. It’s observed from Fig.5. (a) that the peak
of the loss curves drops as a result of the rise in gold layer
width. With the expansion of the gold layer width from 30 nm
to 35 nm, 40 nm, and 45 nm, the reduced amount of peak
losses (in dB/cm) are found as 6, 5, 16 and 6, 10, 23 for
analyte RI of 1.37 and 1.38, respectively. It is also observed
that, with the extension of the gold layer width, the peak loss
is shifted to an overlong wavelength with an indication of
descending inclination. The resonance peak for a thicker gold
layer declines as a result of the damping attributes of the gold.
Conversely, the narrow gold layer expands the deepness of
loss curves. In this manner for light entrance, a thicker gold
layer requires a longer wavelength. Henceforth, the peak loss
is shifted with an expanding gold layer thickness. In addition,
Fig. 5. (b) shows the impact of the gold layer on the AS of the
sensor. It is observed from Fig. 5 that the sensor affords the
highest AS and spectral loss for the gold layer width of 30 nm.
The thickness of plasmonic material is considered as 30 nm
for further analysis.
The distance between the metallic layer and sensor core as
well as the distance between the air holes significantly affect
the performance of the sensor. Although higher accuracy is
maintained, it can happen that the designed parameters e.g.,
air holes diameter and pitch can be changed slightly during
the fabrication process. In this analysis, the characterization
of the sensor is performed by varying the pitch and diameter
of air holes up to ± 5% of the designed parameter. Pitch is
one of the considerable parameters for designing a PCF based
SPR sensor. Confinement and propagation of light through
the fiber requires an appropriate distance between the air
holes. The effect of variation of pitch on the confinement
loss and AS is depicted in Fig. 6. The curves indicated by
the solid and dotted line in Fig. 6(a) displays the confinement
loss for analyte RI of 1.37 and 1.38, separately. It can be
found that the peak loss rises gradually and shifts towards
the shorter wavelength with the increment of the pitch as the
structure allow more energy to transfer from the center to
the cladding region. As well, the sensor shows the opposite
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FIGURE 5. Influence of variation of gold layer thickness from 30 nm to 45 nm on (a) The confinement loss, and (b) The AS of the proposed sensor for
y-polarization of light.
FIGURE 6. Variation of (a) Confinement loss, and (b) Amplitude sensitivity of the proposed sensor for y-polarization of light due to pitch modulation
up to ± 5% of the specified value.
phenomenon for lowering the value of pitch. Furthermore,
Fig. 6 (b) indicates the effect of variation of pitch on AS
of the sensor where the AS curves can be observed moving
toward a shorter wavelength with the increase in pitch and
vice versa with an approximately equal magnitude. Fig. 7 (a)–
(b) demonstrates the effect of altering the air holes diameter
on the spectral loss and AS. In Fig. 7(a), the solid and dotted
lines represent the confinement loss for analyte RI of 1.37 and
1.38, respectively. It is observed that the confinement loss
has been increased and shifted towards a shorter wavelength
when the size of the air holes decreases as a broader path is
produced to move the light from the center to the surface of
the sensor. Also, the AS curve shifts to a shorter wavelength
while reducing the air hole size as indicated in Fig. 7(b). On
the other hand, the opposite effect is found as the air holes
increase in diameter.
V. OPERATION AND PRACTICAL DETECTION SCHEME
The detection process of Pseudomonas bacteria is highly
dependent on the adsorption ofmicrobes on the sensor surface
causing the sensing medium to change in RI. Water with
an RI of 1.33 is considered as a sensing medium in this
structure. As a matter of fact, the RI of the sensing medium
is contingent upon the culture concentration and motility of
Pseudomonas bacteria which ranges from 1.33 to 1.40 for
different culture concentrations and motility [2], [3]. While
the underlying principle of the sensor proposed in this study
is demonstrated by complete numerical simulation, the func-
tional sensing scheme is demonstrated in Fig. 8. A light
source called optical tunable source (OTS) is required in the
input side of the schemewhich can producemulti-wavelength
light. To monitor the light spectra obtained from the sensor,
an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) is attached at the output
side of the sensor. The OTS and OSA are connected with
the sensor through a polarization-maintaining fiber (PMF)
[32], [52]. The analyte which is previously cultured in the
laboratory is placed at the outer periphery of the sensor. Inlet
and outlet pipes are engaged to control the flow of the sensing
medium by using a pump [32]. The effective RI of the sensor
alters when the sample to be sensed comes in contact with the
sensor, causing the SPR curve to shift to a longer or shorter
wavelength as depicted in Fig. 8 by the red or blue dotted
curves, respectively. The corresponding shift in SPR angle is
monitored via the OSA. Finally, the unknown analytes can be
easily identified by examining the shifting in SPRwavelength
using the computer [44].
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FIGURE 7. Variation of (a) Confinement loss, and (b) Amplitude sensitivity of the proposed sensor for y-polarization of light due to variation in air holes
diameter up to ± 5% of the designed value.
FIGURE 8. Framework for detecting pseudomonas bacteria using the
proposed sensor.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, a simple round-shaped PCF based SPR sen-
sor operating on WI and AI method rather than angular
interrogation for the detection of Pseudomonas bacteria is
proposed. The confinement loss and the phase matching
point are numerically evaluated by utilizing the FEM for
sensing medium RI of 1.33 to 1.42. According to numer-
ical results, the proposed sensor reveals quite a high WS
and AS of 20,000 nmRIU−1 and 1380 RIU−1, respectively.
Furthermore, the sensor shows an improved FOM with a
value of 470.59 RIU−1. Upon considering the variation of
geometrical parameters during fabrication, the sensor perfor-
mance is carried out by varying the structural parameters up
to ± 5% from its designed value. As the proposed sensor has
demonstrated promising sensing characteristics with a simple
architecture, it can be an exciting platform in the biosensing
field, especially for Pseudomonas bacteria detection.
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